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September 5, 1969
Colo
For your meeting at 4 :30 PM today.
Attendees from ACDA:
Lt Gen (Ret) Davis

Mr. Spurgeon Keeney
The appointment was made b y ~ - - - - ~ ACDA's main
purpose is to "close-the-loop following Bill Perry's discussion
with Dr. McLucas last week 11 {specifically that portion which you
carried - - having to do with ESL' s effort in arms limitation
verification).
ACDA is anxious now, since having been called to task as
the responsible Government agency, by Mr. Duckett and his
FMSAC group, to effect the proper coordination of their effort
on this subject (specifically, of course, the contractual efforts
involving BYEMAN information).
ACDA intends also to describe for Dr. Mc Lucas what future
requirements it proposes to lay on ESL for studies on this same
subject - - verification.
Finally, they will ask Dr. McLucas for a point-of-contact in
your Staff, since they nunderstand Paul Worthman, who used to
be that contact, has now retired. " I explained to~--~that
Col Worthman had departed and that I had replaced him on the
Staff. ~ - - ~ of course, knows this and is, no doubt, seeking
a point-of-contact who will perhaps be a little less strict in controlling these issues than I have been. I should continue to be
that point-of-contact!
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